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muse 
 
all your poetry talks trash, 
puts down white silence and misogynists. 
you stand abreast the protest downtown 
and shout your intolerance in stanzas. 
 
my privilege,  
my poetry doesn’t yet know to do that. 
words do not form to mean anything but unhappy, and 
 
maybe it is selfish but my muse is not here to do any work. 
she lies lazily in noname lyrics and sunlit smoke 
calm quiet jazz chords that mean nothing to anyone but her 
 
she only does listen 
through the act of quiet. 
sits silent among all their words and selects but a few delicacies, 
chews them up and spits them out, 
flavorless once again. 
 
my poetry is a cello lesson in his cold living room 
on my t shirt sweat blossoms and i realize that i am not good at everything. 
my poetry is a late night lullaby:  
only serves to calm me. 
i no longer pick up my guitar when she begins to talk, but rather 
turn my music off and let her prove me wrong, 
twist my sad into something solely melancholy 
she bites off parts to soften the edges, 
leaves on the cassette player so her next track  
will morph into something more than notes but less than music. 
 
and when she keeps me awake, i force her away. her words are not yet soft. 
let them marinate another day, 
feed her a 25-cent philosophy lesson to show her that she is an only in my world 
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but that she is not yet full. 
my sudden lack of self-awareness will spur her to feed  
feed and grow plump, though she will not let me do the same. 
 
my muse, my mouse, my tiger. 
you speak in silent strokes. 
your mumbles are sometimes incoherent, yet you stay sweet. 
i give you emotion plain and you sprinkle on me the saffron, 
tie tight the bow around my jaw that keeps me silent. 
tonight you speak of empty and i will let you. you give me no choice. 
 
 

  


